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A Word from the Editor

This compilation is a mixture of the Tuesday, Poet of the

Week weekly challenge picks and the additional poets that I

felt deserved an honorable mention for their creativity.

The challenge participants were able to select one or more

syllabic form for their poetry. A quick overview of these forms

can be found on my cheat sheet, which you can download at:

https://colleenchesebro.com/poetry-form-cheatsheet/

If you’re reading on a computer or smart device, the web

address is a clickable link which you can use to learn more

about each of the forms.

The rules were simple. For most challenges, I gave two

prompt words. The participants could choose their own syn-

onyms for the prompt words. At the �rst week of each month,

the challenge was open, and the poets could decide their own

words. The use of synonyms allowed the poet to �nd their

own creativity.

If you’ve never written syllabic poetry, maybe you should

try. But beware... Writing syllabic poetry is addictive.

Last, I would like to thank Dr. G (H.R.R. Gorman) for as-

sistance with formatting this work and creating the cover

image.

Enjoy this poetry collection. The poets listed in this collec-

tion are some of the �nest in our blogging community.
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Creativity

Colleen M. Chesebro

A rebirth

of new ideas

coalesce

around hope

vision, and innate talent—

thus born to create.

Best wishes,

Colleen M. Chesebro
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Part I

January
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Dawn of a New Year

Trent McDonald

Poet’s Choice

I am walking alone down a dark path. The pale December

sun fails to illuminate, casting a cold, golden sheen over the

land. I pause and look out over the world.

Stark shadows, crisp lines prove that summer is a distant

memory. As are you. They say the new year brings new light

and new hope. I smile, knowing that although colder days

are ahead, the light will increase and warmth will return.

Shadows in pale light

Darkness of the dying year

You, my sun, are gone

A new year brings much more light

Perhaps it brings you as well
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A New Beginning

Linda Lee Lyberg

Begin, Fresh

Colorful start to a bright new year

As the rose red sun kisses the

Horizon, wispy clouds dance

A chance to create a

Dazzling beginning

Forget the past

Let it go.

Bask in

Joy

Love

Belief

In thrilling

Creations of

Magical moments

Wondrous revelations

Living in the here and now

Savoring life to the fullest

Grateful for all your precious blessings.
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Interior Re�ections

Olga Daciuk

Mystery, Attract

Frozen

Melting magic

Captive of nature’s chill

Illuminates dark surroundings

Light �ows

Transforming once mundane patterns

Into new perspective

Circling in time

Pausing
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A Lycanthrope’s Confession

Frank J. Tassone

Storm, Cold

Ask your question. Go on.

Ask how I could do it. How I could shed my own skin,

forsake my species and run with the wolves. Ask how I could

rage under a blood moon, an animal’s growl erupting from

me like a long-restrained geyser.

Are you certain you want the answer? Perhaps you can

bear the utter indi�erence, as though a frigidity of the heart

were no more than a winter’s turn of weather. Perhaps you

can endure the cyclone of desolation such apathy brings. I

cannot. I’ve shattered my heart too often against these endless

droughts of compassion, including those for which I was

culpable. I’ve turned such a polite, blind eye to the su�ering

in my midst. No more.

You can go on pretending. I shed my skin and embrace the

wild. It’s the last compassion left untainted by hypocrisy.

There, you have your answer. Now, leave me to my hunt. I

hear the howl of my brothers. The moon shines bright along

the snowy trail. I go and join the hunt. Go and join your own.
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blood moon

and the panicked eyes

of hunted deer

the desperate cry

of an untended child
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Part II

February
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Sojourner

Merril D. Smith

Work, Slow

She

labored

one of many

enslaved humans

“Ain’t I a woman?”

she asked later, challenging

stagnant thoughts about gender

as well as race, believing she

deserved the same rights as any man.

Infused with holy spirit, awakened,

she sojourned, orating and proclaiming.

She had been beaten and abused, but

she escaped, then helped others �ee.

Change soars like a bird in �ight,

falls like an autumn leaf.

Yet once a woman

stood tall, speaking

of justice,

telling

truth.
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Love

Ken Gierke

Poet’s Choice

Understanding grows in words spoken

between kindred souls as eyes meet

in a shared spark ignited.

No simple chemistry

explains emotions

consuming them,

the sheer joy

as hearts

swell.

that heady perfume

permeating my senses

intoxicating

washing over me in waves

keeping me a�oat with love

heartbeat so simple

its rhythm measuring love

your presence the source
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Teacher

Violet Lentz

Meaning, Passion

I go for the Aurora Borealis. I think witnessing such grandeur

will infuse color into this black and white existence I have

called a life for way too long. I am not prepared to lose my

heart to a bunch of mixed-breed dogs tethered on 12-foot

chains, overlooking little wooden horses, encircled by hard

packed yellow snow.

As the sled pulls into the kennel, the tethered dogs’ oneness

of vision is glaringly evident. They howl and dance and run

and jest, “Pick me! Pick me!” they cry out—as a lump forms

in my throat, and tears come—I feel their lust.

It is then that I realize, I lack their singleness of vision. I

am so busy struggling to have it all, I have nothing.

As I settle into the sled and feel the magni�cence that is

attained by the singular vision of ten mixed-breed dogs pulling

together, I know, alas—I have found my teacher.

Icy arctic air

alone, cannot obscure what

I have come to learn.
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The Looming Unknown

Kerfe Roig

Trouble, Game

My dreams fall

over the edge of

the fullness

of moons vast

with perplexity and play—

rapt with lunacy
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Part III

March
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From Cave to Stars

Sally Cronin

Origin, Write

In the beginning we only had voice

to communicate our inner thoughts

and desires within our hearts

until that magical day

of the �rst cave drawing

and since that moment

we have evolved

and now pen

magic

words

to

express

every

aspect of life

from birth to the grave

and beyond to the stars

where we take our messages

of peace and hope for the future

not language but in digital code

to be received across the universe
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Whispers

Sue Vincent

Poet’s Choice

Stone

Silent

Unmoving

Visitors stare

Passing unaware

Of the long, slow heartbeat

The ghost of time remembers

Crystalline veins communicate

The coruscation of inner earth

The �ickering �ames of celebration

Honouring the origins of the stars

Re�ecting ordered constellations

The ordering of the seasons

Past, present and future meld

In a time beyond time

Within hearts of stone

Wordless voices

World watchers

Whisper

Joy
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Warmed by the Glow

Holly Fister

Follow, Lead

My head throbbed with each footfall as I walked down the

dim hallway, but the children were asleep, which made me

a conqueror. I was exhausted but satis�ed with the victory.

Sharp light pierced my eyes as I emerged into the living room,

and I cringed away from it. What happened to that �erce

warrior? I snuck a peek out the window, and my breath

caught—a golden glow had fallen across the yard. Trees in

the distance split the light, sending dusty rays all directions.

I hastily positioned myself on the edge of the chaise so that

the sunbeams hit my face. They warmed my skin. I closed

my eyes and saw the glow through my eyelids. The sun was

quickly slipping downward, so I leaned forward and then

stood, to chase the light.

sunburned sky will guide

heavy spirits up toward

cloud shaped memories
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Dawn

Elizabeth

Spring, Sing

Whistling the good news

Bouncing high from branch to branch

The dreams are dawning
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Humanity

D.G. Kaye

Origin, Write

I believe with all the madness in the world, these moments in

times of turmoil serve as reminders of ongoing world strug-

gles we live through and somehow overcome. But the past

has a way of resurfacing. This video
1

is a quick refresher

course on some of the biggest things in life that can happen

to us—things we often take for granted thinking they’ve been

eradicated—things we think won’t happen again.

But they do.

Life is like a sport

We keep on striving to win

Winners and losers

Keep sight of the wins

The alternatives are dire

Lives become the game

1 The referenced video is a compilation of images titled 40 of the Most
Powerful Photographs Ever Taken and can be found on YouTube at URL
https://youtu.be/BF9E0Ne5MDs.
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Part IV

June
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Fields of Bright Tulips

MJ Mallon

Beginning, Consume

With every dawn

Inspiration �nds a way

To bloom in choice words

Until exhausted, I dream

Fields of bright tulips.
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Stream

Jane Dougherty

Perception, Influence

From its source

stream leaps for the light,

earth-channeled,

sun-yearning.

I taste darkness in its bones,

stars in its glitter.

Rushing wild,

tumbling with a child’s

eagerness

no notion

of when, why, or tomorrow,

pool-plashed, sun-dappled.
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Don’t Do It & A Gift

Robbie Cheadle

Plan, Spend

Don’t do it

Do you believe in

conspiracy theories?

Don’t exhaust your mind

seeking out hidden agendas

and proving the negatives.

A gift

When given a gift

don’t diminish its value

by looking for more

than the giver intended

ignoring its true meaning
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An Epiphanal Invitation

Frank J. Tassone

Plan, Spend

Honorable Mention

summer heat

sapping all of my fresh

intimate designs

the �lm of sweat lingers

on the back of my neck

Another summer vacation dawns. I begin the �rst evening

of it in solitude. Frank plays for his high school’s graduation,

which he, himself, will partake into years. Mira attends a Chi

Gong class.

I savor the drone of evening tra�c, the last singsong calls

of rival birds, the hum of neighbors’ air conditioners. I imbibe

the varying verdant shades of the backyard: Maple, pine, crab-

grass. They all vie to become the �avor my eyes remember.

“I was oppressed by the velvety emptiness of the word and
swathes of soft grass.”
– Laurie Lee
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But Something is here. Something pulses against my own

determination to ignore it. A presence insists on acknowledge-

ment, communion, being experienced. It exudes the verdancy

and the cacophonies occurring within this moment. And yet,

I can barely hear its soft murmuring. It is gentle, and patience.

It can wait.

Do I dare open myself up? With what story, what song,

will I then incarnate this conjoining? Can I live with never

being the same thereafter?

the energy

to expend transcending

my own limits

I listen for that murmur

within the wind
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Part V

July
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In Touch with the Earth

Sally Cronin

Poet’s Choice

My bare feet planted

deep in the rich soil beneath

I feel the power

from the deep core of our earth,

rising into my body.
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Time for Fantasy

Dorinda Duclos

Poet’s Choice

Honorable Mention

Tis the time for fantasy

When eyes tightly close

Invading my dreams

Like a caramel sundae

Sugary sweetness oozing
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Is it Really Love?

Annette Rochelle Aben

Pretty, Ugly

Her

Mother

Always said

Fancy dresses

And the handsome guys

Were for the other girls

You know, the attractive ones

Not the hideously fat ones

These words just drove them further apart

After all, food didn’t care about looks
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Derby King

Kerfe Roig

Pretty, Ugly

Honorable Mention

His swing enthralling,

Pete Alonso salvages

Mets’ dismal season
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The Woman at 106

H.R.R. Gorman

July Photoprompt

This prompt image is a royalty-free image from Pixabay.
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She

Lives at

One-oh-six,

Rides a ten-speed,

Listens to a mix

Of classic rock and soul.

Once you get past the bricks

Guarding her house and her ego,

You’ll see to whom my heart is trans�xed

But God says I must admire from afar.

She

Joined no

Stupid cliques

Back in high school

Where girls had no dicks.

I’d swim the river Styx

And challenge Pluto for her,

But I can’t cross the crici�x

As He stares me down and tattle-tells

To my boss, to my mom, to politics.
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Those We Left Behind

Sally Cronin

July Photoprompt

Honorable Mention

I wait in the shadows of the trees opposite the house. I glimpse

movement as the family moves back and forth across the

windows. A house of character, substantial and clearly a

happy home. Tears run down my face and gather in grief

below my chin. I do not have the will to wipe them away. They

remind me of another time when I was part of the laughter

and happiness. Those that I have left behind have moved on.

Do they even remember me? A face appears at the window

and stares across the street. A small child with a face that owes

much to me, her grandmother. She waves and smiles. Content,

I fade back into the woods and on to my �nal destination.

Death is not the end

when we gift a part of us

to those left behind
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The Package

Willow Willers

July Photoprompt

Honorable Mention

Six

O’clock

Has been to call

And left the parcel

Outside against the wall.

Jen arrives and parks her bike

This house is still not quite a home

For he is away and she’s alone.

Then she sees the package outside the door.

Full of excitement she gathers it up.

She rushed in doors to open it

It’s a beautiful photo book

Delighted she takes a look

There he is full of smiles

Waving to her from

Across the miles

Suddenly

They are

One
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Whispering

Sue Vincent

Kind, Shift

Consciousness wavers

Ancient kindred whispering

Silent secrets shared

To know with other senses

Understanding of the heart
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Human Nature

The Dark Netizen

Kind, Shift

Honorable Mention

If Humans Were More

Caring, We Could Change This World,

And Make It Better...
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Part VI

August
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Clear & Nature

Ritu Bhathal

Clear, Nature

It isn’t simple

Judging someone’s character

On a �rst meeting

Never judge a book, they say

By cover, more lies within
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August 2019

Kerfe Roig

Clear, Nature

Honorable Mention

I look for the line

between now and again, where

�ower becomes seed—

All is stillness, dense, restless—

leaves shiver, rattled by wind.
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Undoing

Pat R.

Poet’s Choice

glacier ice tumbles

in a major undoing—

onlookers cheer, gulls cry
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A Dog’s Life

Sally Cronin

Poet’s Choice

Honorable Mention

Years

so brief,

but so full

of love and joy,

with fun to be had

when a dog chooses you.

Holding them close to your heart,

inhaling that sweet puppy smell,

an ancient bond is reignited,

drawing you deep into their magic world.

They take no heed of the passing of time,

nor do they see into the future.

There are crucial priorities

that have to be considered.

Walks, sleep, play and their food.

But, above all else,

they worship you

as the leader

of their

pack.
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Draw a Bird Day: Grackle

Kerfe Roig

Poet’s Choice

Honorable Mention

Every beach vacation comes with its own bird. One year it

was mockingbirds, one year a very vocal cardinal. One year,

crows.

This year we were accompanied by grackles. They would

sit on the railing of the beach house speaking in their rusty

tongue, lined up like soldiers. If one turned, all turned. Once

they saw someone was paying attention they would vocalize

a bit more and suddenly disappear.

On the beach they appeared ahead of my walking path and

waited for me, foraging in the waves. As soon as I caught up,

they �ew o� ahead again.

Although it’s natural to see their iridescent strutting as

a variation on crows, grackles are actually part of the lark

family, related also to blackbirds and orioles.

But they do have a connection to crows—all black birds

are said to know magic, to live on the borders of the possible

unknown.
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standing on the edge

between water and shoreline

feathers glittering,

you pause, watch me watching you—

our eyes meet through layered light
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Song Lines

D. Avery

Light, Dark

Birds cast song lines toward eastern hills

exalt among e�ulgent leaves

celebrating golden dawn

Exhorting me to rise

emerge from sleep’s shade

step forth, wings stretched

Cast my voice

skyward;

�y.
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They Lurk Unseen

Bobby Fairfield

Light, Dark

Honorable Mention

In unlit

corners, shadows creep

silently,

cold �ngers

search for that which ends their life,

illumination
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Light & Dark

Joe M.

Light, Dark

Honorable Mention

between day and night

skyglow fades and shadow spreads

two worlds share the land
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Litter

Jane Dougherty

August Photoprompt

This prompt image is a royalty-free image by S. Hermann and F. Richter
from Pixabay.
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Bottle,

stoppered, some would

pounce, hope for a message,

keen to share nefariously

someone’s

romantic story. I pick you

up, put you in the bin,

search for coloured

pebbles.
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Message in a Bottle

Merril D. Smith

August Photoprompt

Honorable Mention

I read the news—an Alaska man fnds a bottle with a �fty-year-

old message inside. The Russian sailor’s note conveys friendly

greetings. They drift through Cold War seas, through glasnost

and perestroika to shores not yet submerged by the rising

seawater of melted glaciers. The man shows the message to

his sons.

Past meets the future

carried on time’s tumbling waves

ebbing and �owing

lives tide-lifted and lowered

as moon-silvered sea rolls on
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What Do You See?

Willow Willers

Character, Wild

What aspect

Of nature untamed

Can you sense

Within me—

Is it love of free spirit

Or primitive lust?
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The Wild One

Padre’s Ramblings

Character, Wild

Honorable Mention

What to make of his temperament?

A nature unruly, unkept:

He chases every fancy—

Worrying not about

Feelings of others;

On which he so

Often does

Roughly

Step
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Character & Wild

Anita Dawes

Character, Wild

Honorable Mention

What

Aspect

Of myself

Do I like best?

Free native spirit

Shed my unwanted clothes

To have no inhibition

Run naked into the ocean

To be as kind and lush as Nature

Take one day to be a barbarian...
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Part VII

September
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The Summer Bids Farewell

Sally Cronin

Poet’s Choice

With

sadness

I utter

the words goodbye,

to warm days though brief

that boosted my morale.

The glow that has bronzed my skin,

reminds me of the longer days,

of a summer that has been too short,

though bolstered me for the winter to come.

But, in the interim we have autumn.

A welcome season of fruitfulness.

Leaves will turn gold and apples red,

with �elds stripped of their harvest.

Soon we will give our thanks

for all this bounty

that �lls the stores,

giving life,

through dark

months.
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Colors of Life

Reena Saxeena

Poet’s Choice

Honorable Mention

writing

gives me freedom

paint words in soul colors

I choose colors sandwiched between

extremes

black and white—do not a life make

whole spectrums invite me

to recolor

life’s ends
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Fascinate

Annette Rochelle Aben

Enchant, Fly

Her goal every day

To bewitch

And to charm

E�ortlessly she would �oat

As though she had wings
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Enthralled

Linda Lee Lyberg

Enchant, Fly

Honorable Mention

What to make of his temperament?

A nature unruly, unkept:

He chases every fancy—

Worrying not about

Feelings of others;

On which he so

Often does

Roughly

Step
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Fades to Black

D. Wallace Peach

September Photoprompt

This prompt image is a royalty-free image by Susan Cipriano from Pixabay.
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white

ice melts

in trickles

etching gullies

calving blue glaciers

until oceans submerge

gray ashes of �eld and farm

when birds and butter�ies succumb

will we bray for justice, thoughts, and prayers

proclaim false innocence, righteous despair

or rue our excuses and pay our debts

spill tears for an absent tomorrow

bewildered as our children drown

between islands of lost trees

rooted in salt waters

among dying leaves

a wasted world

of green life

fades to

black
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Compromise

Pat R.

September Photoprompt

Honorable Mention

below the surface

hidden in these re�ections,

lives of compromise

where ocean water meets fresh—

overcoming, adapting
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Part VIII

October
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October 2019

Kerfe Roig

Poet’s Choice

who you are connects

the transit of where you are

to the shape of the next
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Frankenstein, et. al.

Donna Matthews

Poet’s Choice

Honorable Mention

ghosts

goblins

dark shadows

mummies stirring

Frankenstein’s monster

werewolves and vampires

black raven’s razor-sharp beaks

creatures of the dark rising up

to unleash their fury in your dreams

trapped in the ancient fear of night monsters
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Changing Light

Jane Dougherty

Poet’s Choice

Honorable Mention

soft pastel colours

wash the dry dust of summer

with broad water strokes

streaked and striped with silver rain

soft as new grass green-growing
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O Francis

Frank Tassone

Space, Empty

This image, which inspired Tassone’s haibun, is a public domain image
painted by Giovanni Bellini.

What was it like, Francis? To experience the wounds of

Christ?
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How did you do it? You were another noble-aspiring Mer-

chant’s son, �ghting for Assisi in another of the Italian city-

states endless wars. Was it the illness you endured during

your captivity? Did that brush with death open your eyes to

the Truth?

How did you have the courage to do it? Cast aside your

priviledge, your protection, your future? And did you really

strip the clothes o� your back in the city square?

Whatever you did, you followed a small, still voice that

guided you to make poverty your Lady, to attract in joy others

to beg for their daily bread and rebuild the Church. Whether

it was the old ruins of one outside Assisi, or the entire Roman

Catholic institution.

For in a time of incessant corruption, your simple purity

turned Ecclesia upside-down. Even a pope could not deny you.

Your charism recognized, your order of Friars legitimized, you

continued your revolution of simplicity.

Then, in the winter of your life, you had your ultimate

encounter: One last apparition of your savior. And the marks

of his cruci�ed life you bore afterward, for the rest of your

own.

Now, every fourth of October, the Catholic Church cele-

brates your sainthood. As foliage begins, people bring animals

to mass on your feast day for your intercessory blessing. Fiery

red and sungold yellow maple leaves adorn your statues in

gardens everywhere. And even as days shorten, the painting

of your legendary homily to the birds comforts souls every-

where.

But it is the stigmata that still captivates. That Miracle of

miracles, given to you, whom many consider the saint closest

to Christ.

What was it like, Francis?
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Hunter’s moon

another hollow shadow

across the expanse

the di�culty of loving

with nail-scarred hands
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What Does It Mean When Someone
Calls You a Weirdo?

Vashti �iroz Vega

Space, Empty

Honorable Mention

There’s

no where

to su�er

in this dark place.

Oh, my vacant life

there’s no happy surprise.

I pop a pill the moment

I realize that I’m alive.

Then I’m hollow, no feelings inside.

There’s only this disguise of constant lies.
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Empty & Space

Willow Willers

Space, Empty

Honorable Mention

Filled with nothingness

The void is a vast expanse

We travel alone

Each locked in hollow feelings

Spent, expired in the dead zone
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The Flutist

Linda Lee Lyberg

October Photoprompt

This prompt image is a royalty-free image by Michael Seibt from Pixabay.
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And if

my music tames

and quells your urge to strike

will you slither into the cool

green sea

with me and we’ll �oat in mossy

dreams, falling, falling deep

love’s mystery

revealed
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Green

Kerfe Roig

October Photoprompt

Honorable Mention

what do I see with

out seeing? what sounds re�ect

terra’s transcendence?
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Haiku, #Senryu

Joe M.

October Photoprompt

Honorable Mention

no tips in the hat

dude we’re in a freakin swamp

this gig is the pits
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Eclipsed

Sue Vincent

Spell, Treat

Dark

Magic

Enchanting

The noonday sky

Casting its shadow

upon the minds of men

The known becomes the unknown

Primal emotion seeping through

Cracks civilisation’s illusions

Constants hidden and thrown into question

Despite itself logic loses control

Great nature reminds us of our place

Reliant upon her bounty

Life and death are in her gift

Children of earth and stars

Turn towards the source

To watch and wait

Unveiling

Shadowed

Light
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Deception

Willow Willers

Spell, Treat

Honorable Mention

T’was ever

such a deception

as when thou

promised to

do fair and handsome by me;

thou didst mislead so.
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Tanka #5

Phillip Knight Scott

Spell, Treat

Honorable Mention

I sat in a trance

moments of rumination

trumpets—in silence—

singing ‘life’s an illusion’

Oh wake up! The joke’s on me.
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Shovel

H.R.R. Gorman

Dig, Grave

Shovel

Burdensome soil

Outta Almighty’s Earth.

Hopin’ God forgivin’ sinners

Tonight.

Bury

Secrets away—

Your misbegotten corpse

Ain’t welcome Earthside anymore,

Dead-ite.

Scumbags

All disappear

Using death’s hideaway.

I simply advocated you

Hurry.
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Safety

Remains below.

Villains turned corpses

Ain’t sabotaged anyone yet,

Capisce?

Second

Coming even

Ain’t gonna awaken

Boogeymen entombed far below,

Sucker.

Shovel

Secrets away—

Using death’s hideaway

Ain’t sabotaged anyone yet,

Sucker.
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Midnight Adventure

Trent P. McDonald

Dig, Grave

Honorable Mention

Midnight adventure

To exhume the ancient crypt

But we are too late

The slab is already moved

The dead has unearthed himself

Did we delve too deep

Awaken that which should sleep

Release the terror?

We run from the open tomb

But once more we are too late

The crunch of a twig

Silver shadow from the moon

He is following

A hand grabs me from behind

Sharp nails gouge into my �esh
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Leave the dead alone

Sleeping under the cold ground

Peaceful undisturbed

It is a lesson I learned

Only when it was too late
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Halloween Story

Willow Willers

Dig, Grave

Honorable Mention

So

Pale her

Skin, so dark

Her eyes. Blood red

Her lips. She watch him

From afar, yearning to

Hold him close and inter him

Within sweet, damp earth enfold him

With her roots. Excervate around his

Soul to take him whole, entomb, bury him.
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He,

Unaware

Went about

His life unaware

Of her Vampire eyes

Watching and waiting to

Catch him unaware, his life

To sap. His body cover

And wrap deeply, making him hers.

Underneath entombed, hers to keep always.
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Part IX

November
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Valley

Donna Matthews

Poet’s Choice

My friend sits down with a sigh. No, it’s more like plops down

in defeat. Everything she knew yesterday is no longer true

today. She’s lost her way. I share my lost days with her. Days

so dark I couldn’t see two steps ahead. Barely enough light

to see one.

past valleys transversed

memories tumbling forth

a darkest black road

wild fear my companion

I stumbled along the edge
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Look Beyond

Annette Rochelle Aben

Poet’s Choice

Honorable Mention

Her beauty

Ever her captor

She the slave

To her looks

Longing to be truly seen

Appreciated
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Mama Grace

H.R.R. Gorman

Grace, Style

She

Lived

With aplomb

Despite trouble

With her sister’s son.

Her sister was deaf, dumb,

And didn’t want pregnancy.

But poor thing didn’t have a choice,

So barren sister Grace took in the boy.

She raised him with joy, with love, with honor.

But he lived in the vein of his father,

Took the mantle of rapist himself,

Then was carted o� to prison.

“You spoilt him,” cried folks at church.

“It’s your fault,” they accused.

She couldn’t �ght back.

She made some pink

Lemonade,

Sipped,

Cried.
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Blessings

Kerfe Roig

Grace, Style

Honorable Mention

consider

the reckless places

hidden in

hearts, shining

like newborn constellations

exploding the dark—

pulled apart

by merciless force,

unde�ned

gravities—

adrift in the orbits

of recurrent night—

what creates

these seas of hope?—light

ships sailing

on longing—

circumnavigations of

storms searching for ports
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With A Bang Comes Possibility

Merril D. Smith

November Photoprompt

This prompt image is a royalty-free image by enriquelopezgarre from
Pixabay.
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with a bang

comes the birth of worlds

and star songs

drift, falling

to papaya glow, rising

over barren rocks

then soaring

above burnished crags

the black-winged

dreamers �y,

carrying all the befores

and all the afters

landing here

where light and shadows

together

dance, holding

possibility aloft

for millennia.
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Return

Sue Vincent

November Photoprompt

Honorable Mention

Born

Of Light

Into light

Endless cycle

Being becoming

Opened to greet the dawn

Each heart a virgin landscape

Enduring and embracing life

Knowing the freedom of pure spirit

Assimilating the gifts of constraint

Each soul a mirror re�ecting its Self

Garnering the fruits of existence

A multiverse in human form

Chiselled by experience

Sharing a pilgrimage

Enriches the Source

From light to Light

Returning

Reborn

Home
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Great & Small

Pat R.

Thanksgiving Theme

It is the day before Thanksgiving and it seems everyone is

out picking up last-minute items. People are everywhere and

the tra�c is crazy as impatient horns blare.

I reach into my pocket and her list, handwritten in pencil,

is crumpled around my keys. I �sh it out, smoothing it as I

squint to read:

Red peppers

Gren peppers

Ginger

Onions

Scallions

Garlick

Greatnut ice cream

Bizzy

Bizzy, she makes tea from this. “Good for the knees,” she

says while rubbing it. I still have trouble �guring out which of

her home remedies are mostly old wives’ tales. That matters

not, though. It’s what she gets from it. I suspect they have

more to do with her refusing to just give up. Or, to leave her

fate in the hand of another.
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Arthritis is taking its toll. That right knee is markedly larger

than the left. So it can’t be comfortable. And she has given up

on doctors. “They’re not doing anything for me, they’re just

ri�ing through my insurance,” she complains. And soldiers

on.

At age 87, she is still a warrior!

sparrows in a ruckus

above the roar of tra�c—

how’s this possible?

I pause—from atop street light

an unlikely burst of nature
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On the Edge

Merril D. Smith

End, Hurry

Honorable Mention

On

the edge—

fall to winter

burnished gold now

fading, almost gone.

Cold north winds sigh and moan,

Blowing time forward. Squirrels dart,

scamper over oak’s bare branches

gathering acorns for tomorrow

and tomorrow—til spring bursts into bloom.
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Part X

December
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Rudderless

Ken Gierke

Poet’s Choice

far from �awless,

my memories, homeless

in their wanderings

searching for details

in times no longer ageless,

leaving me helpless

formless, these thoughts

passing through my mind,

almost wordless.
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Stars & Fruit

Traci Kenworth

Poet’s Choice

Honorable Mention

with a bang

comes the birth of worlds

and star songs

drift, falling

to papaya glow, rising

over barren rocks

then soaring

above burnished crags

the black-winged

dreamers �y,

carrying all the befores

and all the afters

landing here

where light and shadows

together

dance, holding

possibility aloft

for millennia.
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Gale

Jane Dougherty

Gift, Shake

Bough bends

and cedes to the

power of wild stormwinds,

rattling the last acorns,

dry leaves rustling.
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The Queue

Padre

Gift, Shake

Honorable Mention

In

Joyful

Excitement

The children wait.

Anticipation

And glad expectation

Causing little limbs to quake;

The promise of presents to come

When their turn in line �nally comes

And they sit upon Saint Nicholas’ knee.
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Protection

Willow Willers

December Photoprompt

This prompt image is a royalty-free image from NASA and easily found on
Wikimedia Commons.

The blue substance is an aerogel, a super-light material that has excellent
thermal insulating properties. It protects the �ower while being lifted by the

hot air!
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My

Soul held

In your care

Shielded with love

From the �res of hell

You keep me safe from sin

My beloved guardian

However intense the danger

Your wings keep me safe from the world’s harm

You care for me and I bathe in your calm.
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Untitled Haiku

Fran

December Photoprompt

Honorable Mention

petals kissed in red

blessed with mesmeric beauty

postured graciously
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